OpenText
Connector

Taking OpenText migrations a step further
Extract and import at the speed of light
At Xillio we take OpenText Content Server (OTCS) migrations
beyond the capabilities of existing tools. Our ready-to-use
and proven bi-directional OTCS connector extracts and
imports content to and from OpenText CS at the speed of
light, faster than any other connector available in the
market.

Millions of documents per day
With performance of millions of documents per day, our
connector delivers OpenText migrations as fast as possible!

Migrate OpenText now

www.xillio.com

sales@xillio.com
+31 35 622 95 45

‘Our ready-to-use bi-directional OTCS
connector extracts and imports content to and
from OpenText CS at the speed of light’
Main features
 s our Content ETL Platform supports multi server and multi-threaded processing, our OpenText CS connectoA
can run millions of documents per day!
Does not require an OpenText Object Importer license! Rapid interaction with the OCTS back-end by directly
firing REST calls.
	
Extract and load from/to any content repository. No (ECM) vendor lock in!
	
Supports any version of OpenText CS including legacy LiveLink and more.
	
Extensive features: import of files, folders and other content types (e.g. channels, collections, discussions, LiveReports), metadata import, Content (binaries) import, import of versions, import of permissions and import of
users & groups, audit trail import and parallel import of files.
	
Supports compliance requirements and auditability through custom logging at any level of detail.
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The Content ETL Platform developed by Xillio provides a simple to use, powerful scripting interface allowing our
consultants or partners to do their jobs more quickly and easier than custom scripting methods. The process is
quicker because of the built-in runtime environment which includes all kinds of content improvement modules such
as classification, a business rule engine, versioning, de-duplication, scheduler, content mapper and more.
In addition to the reusable and ready
to deploy modules, the platform offers
the ability to rapidly create all kinds
of connectors and content transformations scripts based on the easy Xill
scripting language for customization
according to specific requirements.
The Content ETL Platform puts
consultants or developers in the
driver’s seat with a fast and flexible
solution to create, choose and reuse
the scripts they need to make their
content

Xillio has developed the Content ETL Platform with to solve the challenges organizations face with their
fragmented content repositories. The Content ETL Platform contists of a easy scripting language, Xill.
It has out-of-the-box connectors to most content repositories, a Unified Data Model and unique modules, like classification and de-duplication, to improve the quality of the metadata. The platform gives
organizations the necessary insights in their information landscape, the tools to improve it and the possibility to integrate their point solutions while drastically increasing their agility. Xillio is headquartered
in Hilversum, Netherlands. For more information, see www.xillio.com

